
GSA Meeting Sunday, February 08, 2015 

Quorum is met 

Business reminders be sure to identify yourself to help the secretary 

Budget questions raise hand identify your name so we have it well documented 

Motion to Start the Meeting:  Justin Smith 

2nd the Motion: Ponteha Nikjou 

Approval: Yes 

 

Motion to Approve the Previous Meeting Minutes: Emily S 

2nd the Motion: Anton Ridgway 

Approval: Yes 

 

Today’s Business 

 Org Allocations Review 

 Travel Grant Committee 

As a reminder, if you are a member of the org being voted on please step out 

 

Budget Overview (Carlos) 

 GSA Account 4967.04 

 Donation Account: 8032.26 

 Total: 12999.30 

-1000 for Research Colloquium 

Official as of last Tuesday, still waiting for university money to come in, down 6000 from last semester 

10000 budgeted for grad organizations 

 

Criteria 

 Only 10000 (all org asking for 20000) 

 7 orgs asking for money 

Docked any rollover money (still left 16000 to fund) 

Nuclear Option: Used attendance sheets provided to adjust catering requests (if 2/3 were not grad 

students, your requests was adjusted to match  % of grad students) 

Org with alumni new letter requesting 150.00 check with art department 

Disallowed an money not allowed by guidelines 

 For examples, Laser Tag as $15/person 

  Yes it is a good deal, but the bi-laws don’t allow more than 10/person/activity 

Still 2000 over budget 

Calculated per person/per org equitably by dividing 10000 by total number of org membership.  Then 

multiplied $42 times the membership of each org. 

 10000/239=42 

 This complicated things because some orgs would end up way short while other would get more 

money than they requested (and GRASP and EGSA) 



 The ones that went over were given their requested money. Any excess went into a pot to be 

divided among the remaining orgs 

 

English Graduate Students Association (EGSA) 

Asked for $845.00 (Budget $1145.00) 

They automatically deducted their own carryover money (300) 

Membership: 38 

Recommendation: $845 

Questions: none 

Voting: Carries unanimous 

 

Persian Students (PSA) 

Asked for $6645 

$200 carryover deducted 

$2800.00 catering request for Persian Night was adjusted 

Membership: 45 

Recommendation: $3362.00 

Questions: None 

Voting: carries unanimous 

 

Graduate Students in Psychology (GRASP) 

Asked for $2636.00 

Carryover: $1085 

Membership: 74 

Adjusted Sky Zone event because tickets were $15/person (violate rule of $10/person) 

Cost for graphic designer-should be consulted in the art department first 

Request for funding meetings: goes over three event cap so half the event were cut  

Question: Danielle Zanotti- which meetings were cut (Carlos- newsletter, IO meeting, clinical 

townhall meeting) 

   Danielle Z- how does some of this work (they can re submit a new budget)  

   Danielle Z- can we table it till next meeting?  Carlos: Yes 

Recommendation: $75 

Voting: tabled 

 

Indian Student Association: ISA 

Asked for $5895 

Carryover $792.45 

Requested $452.29 for republic day in January was deducted from carryover 

Remaining $339.89 deducted from budget 

Membership: 42 

Recommendation: $3233 

Questions: None 

Voting: carries unanimous 

 



Graduate Chemistry Student Association 

Asked for $1595 

Carryover: “maybe around $220.00” 

Deducted $300.00 from Laser Tag event (cannot exceed $10/person) 

Membership: 20 

Recommendations: $1155.00 

Questions: None 

Voting:  carries unanimous 

 

Anthropology/Lamdba Alpha 

Asked for $1110 

They automatically deducted their own carryover money ($300) 

Membership: 16 

Question regarding speakers (this is from last semester) 

Recommendation: $1110 

Questions: None 

Voting: carries unanimous 

 

Phi Lamdba Upsilon 

 This is actually a group from 2003, they just take a hiatus for a while, honor society for chemistry 

Asked for $250 

Only lists one event an initiation banquet and did not submit a budget 

Only lists four members 

20% penalty for incomplete paperwork 

Recommendation: $200 

Questions: Seetharaman Navaneethakannan- how did you come up with the 20%?  Carlos-that’s what we 

used for 

 Rob Dicken- how did you come up with $42/person.  Carlos: from that criteria at the beginning 

 Beth Ann Brady-Edwards: There was concern about them number of members and cost, that 

allocations meets the guidelines?   They are still tied to all the guidelines? 

Voting: carries unanimous 

 

Done with voting 

 

Travel Grant Committee (cannot be applying for funds) 

 Emily Schumacher 

 Justin Smith 

 Vaidehi Pisolkar 

 Danielle Culp 

 Rob Dicken 

 

Any new business from the floor? 

Seetharaman Navaneethakannan- Is it always 10000?  Carlos, that is what we used last year and 

we kept with that 



Mazdek Parsi- How do we deal with SA guidelines?  Carlos- document everything, send them 

lots of emails and always copy someone in the email, get their meeting schedules, make sure that 

they commit to looking at the request and keep Carlos in the loop….problem last semester there 

were 2 different people telling PSA 2 different things.   

Ponteha Nikjou- keeping the paperwork, Carlos- don’t listen when they say we’ll call you, you 

call them 

Ponteha Nikjou- how respond when they say we meet this time and day and then they don’t and 

won’t meet with you.  Jennifer- Contact their advisor.  Carlos- yes do that, because that is a lack 

of respect and poor business ethic.  Jennifer- president has office hours 

 

Officer Reports 

Even coordinator 

 Announcement- need to meet with members of the committee after the meeting 

 Margaret Salifu- gift card for star senator 

 

Motion to Adjourn the Meeting: Justin Smith 

2nd the Motion: Abhinaya Rangarajan 

Approval: Approved 


